The Snam shareholder
The guide to getting
involved in your investment

May 2020

Dear shareholders,
the purpose of this Guide is to provide annually
both current and potential owners of Snam
shares with a summary of relevant information.
Starting from 2010, it is part of a series of tools
to enhance our communication with retail
investors.
We believe that the trust you have showed
us must be cultivated through an increasingly
effective dialogue. The first part of the Guide
outlines the Group’s structure, its business and
strategic guidelines. The second part presents
Snam operating areas and some of the new
projects in the various businesses. The Guide
also presents some key features about Snam
shares and practical information so that you can
really get involved in your role as a shareholder.
We hope that these pages will be easy and
interesting to read, as well as helpful. By nature,
this Guide is not an exhaustive product. In order
to obtain more complete information we invite
you to visit our corporate website at www.snam.it
or, for specific requests, to contact the Investor
Relations department.
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Company profile
Snam is one of the world’s leading energy infrastructure operators
and one of the largest Italian listed companies in terms of market
capitalization. The company’s sustainable and technologically
advanced network guarantees security of supply and promotes
development in the areas in which it operates, while also
contributing to promote the energy transition. Through its
international subsidiaries, it operates in Albania (AGSCo), Austria
(TAG, GCA), China (Snam Gas & Energy Services Beijing), France
(Terēga), Greece (DESFA) and the United Kingdom (Interconnector
UK). Snam is also one of the main shareholders of TAP (Trans
Adriatic Pipeline), the final section of the Southern Energy Corridor.
The company has the most extensive transmission network among
European peers (over 41,000 km including international activities)
and greatest natural gas storage capacity (ca. 20 billion cubic
meters, including international activities). It is also one of the main
regasification operators in Europe, an activity it carries out through
its Panigaglia terminal and its stakes in the Livorno (OLT) (*) and
Rovigo (Adriatic LNG) plants in Italy and in the Revithoussa (DESFA)
plant in Greece, with a total pro rata regasification capacity of
around 8.5 billion cubic metres per year.
As part of its new €6.5 billion plan to 2023, Snam will invest €1.4
bn in the SnamTec (Tomorrow’s Energy Company) project, which
aims to reduce the environmental impact of its activities by
promoting innovation and contribute to decarbonisation. Through
this project, Snam aims to reduce methane emissions by 40% by
2025 and direct and indirect CO2 equivalent emissions by the same
amount by 2030 and to invest in new energy transition businesses.
These include sustainable mobility (compressed – CNG and bio-CNG
– and liquefied – LNG and bio-LNG – natural gas distributors, Small
Scale LNG), infrastructure for biomethane from organic waste
and agricultural and agro-industrial waste, and energy efficiency
services tailored to apartment buildings, the public administration
and industry. Promoting the use of renewable gases, Snam was
also the first European company to test the introduction of
hydrogen blended with natural gas in its network.
Snam’s business model is based on sustainable growth,
transparency, the promotion of talent and diversity and the social
development of regions through the initiatives of Fondazione
Snam.

(*) The acquisition of a 49.07% share of the OLT regasification terminal was completed on 26 February 2020.
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Snam overview

(2019 data)
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Snam: an integrated player in the gas system
Snam is the leading regulated gas utility in Europe. For more than 75 years, it has been
developing and managing sustainable and technologically advanced infrastructures that
ensure the security of supply

REGASIFICATION
Snam provides a regasification service, thanks to
the LNG terminal in Panigaglia (La Spezia).

LNG
REGASIFICATION

The daily maximum regasification capacity is
17,500 m3. The maximum annual quantity of gas
that can be injected into the transport network is
3.5 bcm.

TRANSPORT
Snam is the leader in transport and dispatching
in both Italy and Europe. Gas, either imported
and produced in Italy, is injected into the national
network via 8 entry points.

TRANSPORTATION
AND DISPATCHING

In Italy Snam is committed to carrying out
some development initiatives like the TAP
interconnection, the north-west connections,
service to local market and cross-border flows,
and the Sardinia network.

STORAGE
Snam is the major storage operator in Italy and
one of the largest in Europe, with 9 operating
concessions, 12.5 bcm of available storage capacity
and 19.3 bcm of gas moved through the storage
system in 2019. The expansion of storage capacity is
increasingly strategic to ensure the system security.

STORAGE

DISTRIBUTION
AND SALE

ENERGY TRANSITION
Alongside its core business, the Company is
also investing to an increasingly extent in new
businesses related to energy transition, from
sustainable mobility to energy efficiency
and development of renewable gases such as
biomethane and hydrogen.
The Company considers itself as a point of
reference for the integration of the Italian energy
mix of biomethane and hydrogen, sources of
clean, versatile energy, which promote the existing
transportation and storage structures and allow
for an increase in production and consequently the
flexibility of national energy procurement.

HYDROGEN

BIOMETHANE
PRODUCTION

SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY
(CNG AND LNG)
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Management team
Snam leadership team consists of professionals with proven technical and managerial skills,
committed to create value in the medium-long run

LUCA DAL FABBRO*
Chairman

FRANCO PRUZZI
Head of
Internal Audit

MARCO ALVERÀ
Chief Executive
Officer

ROZEMARIA BALA
Secretary of the Board
of Directors

MASSIMO DERCHI
Chief Industrial
Assets Officer

FEDERICO ERMOLI
Chief Energy
Transition Officer

COSMA PANZACCHI
EVP Business
Unit Hydrogen

ALESSANDRA PASINI
Chief Financial Officer
and Chief International
& Business
Development Officer

PATRIZIA RUTIGLIANO
EVP Institutional Affairs,
ESG & Sustainability,
Communication
& Marketing

GAETANO MAZZITELLI
EVP Regulatory
Affairs

MARCO REGGIANI
General Counsel
Legal, Governance,
Compliance,
ERM & HSEQ

PAOLA BOROMEI
EVP Human Resources
& Organization

LORIS SPALTINI
EVP Corporate
Services

CAMILLA PALLADINO
EVP Corporate
Strategy & Investor
Relations

CLAUDIO FARINA
EVP Digital
Transformation
& Technology

MASSIMO
MONTECCHIARI
EVP International
Engineering
& Construction

On behalf of the Board of Directors, the Chairman shall coordinate and make use of:
■
the Secretary of the Board for board inductions, board evaluations, and all activities relating to shareholders' meetings,
the Board of Directors, Committees of the Board, and, where necessary, supervisory bodies;
■
the Head of Internal Audit, for activities pertaining to the Internal Audit function that involve the Board.
The Board of Directors of 27 March 2020 has appointed Luca Oglialoro as “Officer responsible for the preparation of
financial reports”.
(*) Mr. Luca Dal Fabbro resigned on 6 May 2020. He will remain in office until 18 June 2020, when the Shareholders' Meeting will appoint a new Chairman.
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Governance in action
Snam governance sustains the dynamics of value creation

Snam has a continuous commitment to maintaining the
highest standards within its Governance System, with a
view to supporting value creation. In doing so, it determines
the conditions for a correct and adequate interaction with
its stakeholders. Snam operates within the framework

of the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the
Fundamental Conventions of the ILO and the OECD
Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, and in compliance
with its own Code of Ethics, which is also a key element of
the Organizational Model ex Legislative Decree 231/2001.

The governance system reflects the “traditional” model.

SHAREHOLDERS'
MEETING

Board
of Directors

Remuneration
Committee

Independent
auditors
(PwC S.p.A.)

Board
of Statutory
Auditors

Appointments
Committee

The Board is assisted by four committees: Remuneration
Committee, Appointments Committee, Control, Risk and
Related-Party Transactions Committee and Environmental,
Social and Governance Committee. This last committee
was established on 14 May 2019, in place of the former
Sustainability Committee. Based on the experience of the
previous three-year period and considering international
best practices, Snam assigned to the ESG Committee the
role of supporting the BoD in incorporating sustainability
issues typical of the energy industry into the business model.
The Committee also has an oversight role on the Company
policies on human rights, business ethics, integrity, diversity
and inclusion, and sustainable finance initiatives.

Control, Risk
and Related-Party
Transactions
Committee

Environmental,
Social and
Governance
Committee

The Board of Director of Snam currently in office consists
of 66.6% independent Directors and 33% female Directors.
All Board Committees are chaired by independent
Directors.
During 2019, the Board of Directors held 14 meetings (7 in
2018), with 98.4% of the directors attending the meetings
on average (96.8% in 2018).
Every year a “Board Evaluation” process is carried out,
through a self-assessment of Directors, supported by an
external advisor.

For more information about Snam’s Governance, please see the Report on Corporate Governance and Ownership Structure 2019 on the Snam website at:
http://www.snam.it/en/governance-conduct/reports-and-documentation/
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Regulation in Italy
The regulation confirms the key role of gas in supporting asset resilience and energy transition
Almost all Snam’s revenues are “regulated”. The Regulatory
Authority for Energy Grid and Environment (ARERA)
regulates the different tariff systems for transportation,
storage and regasification services, defining the criteria for
setting the tariffs in each regulatory period, which normally

lasts four years. The regulation ensures that the services are
provided to third parties according to non-discriminatory
criteria. The table below shows the main regulatory
elements for each activity of Snam, on the basis of the
regulatory framework applicable as from 31 December 2019.

Transportation

2018-2019 transitional period

2020-2023 5th regulatory period (4 years)

Regasification

2018-2019 transitional period

2020-2023 5th regulatory period (4 years)

Storage

2019 transitional period

2020-2025 5th regulatory period (6 years)

Transportation

Regasification

Storage

Transitional period:
Revalued historical cost
Working capital recognized 0.8%

Transitional period:
Revalued historical cost
Working capital recognized 0.8%

Transitional period:
Revalued historical cost
Working capital recognized 0.8%

Confirmed for the 5th period

Confirmed for the 5th period

Confirmed for the 5th period

Return of the
net invested capital
recognized
for regulatory
purposes
(pre-tax WACC) (*)

Transitional period:
5.7% 2019

Transitional period:
6.8% 2019

Transitional period:
6.7% 2019

5th period:
5.7% 2020-2021 (*)
LIC return with WACC 5.3%

5th period:
6.8% 2020-2021 (*)
Excluding LIC

5th period:
6.7% 2020-2021 (*)
Excluding LIC

Incentives on new
investments

Transitional period:
(investments in 2019):
+1% for 12 years (investments in
new capacity for transport and with
cost analysis positive benefits)

Transitional period:
(investments in 2019):
+1.5% for 12 years
(investments in new capacity
of regasification)

Transitional period:
Withholding for 8 years of 20% of
greater revenues compared with
revenues recognized resulting from
bids on new additional capacity

Return on investments t-1
to offset time-lag
regulatory

Return on investments
t-1 to offset time-lag
regulatory

Return on investments t-1
to offset time-lag
regulatory

5th period:
(investments in the period by 2022):
+1.5% for 10 years
(investments in new capacity
for transport and with cost analysis
benefits >1.5)

5th period:
Withholding of 40% of revenues
from flexibility services
(hedging revenues not
subject to guarantee factor)

5th period:
Withholding of 50% of revenues
from tenders short-term
Possible optional upgrading
of the percentage, following
guarantee % reduction on revenues

Transitional period:
1.3% - on operating costs

Transitional period:
0%

Transitional period:
4.7% - on operating costs

5th period:
0.9% on operating costs

5th period:
3.1% on operating costs

5th period:
1% on operating costs

Calculation of net
invested capital
recognized for
regulatory purposes

Efficiency factor
(X FACTOR)

(*) The rate of return on net invested capital (WACC) in force from 1 January 2016 was set by the Authority by means of Resolution 583/2015/R/com of 2
December 2015, “Rate of return on invested capital for infrastructural services in the electricity and gas sectors: calculation and updating criteria”. The
duration of the WACC (TIWACC) regulatory period for infrastructure regulations in the gas sector is set at six years (2016-2021), and a mechanism is provided
for updating the rate at mid-period according to the prevailing situation. Through resolution 639/2018/R/COM of 6 December 2018, the Authority updated
the rate of return on invested capital for infrastructure services regulated by the gas sector for 2019. The respective resolutions defined the tariff regulatory
criteria for the 5th regulatory period of the above-mentioned businesses, confirmed the Beta parameter value for 2020 for all sectors, keeping the WACC for
that year unchanged, in line with the TIWACC framework.
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Regulation in Europe
Snam constantly monitors the regulatory evolution in the European Countries in which it
operates its business through international holdings
Regulation in European countries of interest to Snam: main features
2016
TAG
GCA
Trasportation

Regulated

Terēga
Trasportation

Regulated

Terēga
Storage

Regulated

IUK
Trasportation

Exemption
regime

TAP
Trasportation

Exemption
regime

DESFA
Trasportation/
LNG

Regulated

Transportation
■ Differentiated RAB
between Revalued
Historical Cost and Book
Value. There is also
different treatment of
(pre-2012) old assets and
new investments.
■ There are differentiated
remuneration rates for
the share of RAB financed
through Equity (Cost of
Equity (*) 8.92% Actual
Pre-Tax) and for the share
financed through Debt
(Cost of Borrowing
2.7% Pre-Tax Nominal).
■ Revision in progress of
regulatory parameters
for the fourth period
(2021-2024).

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

3rd Regulatory Period

ATRT6

ATS1

Introduction of the regulated system

Long-term contracts

1st Regulatory Period

2nd Regulatory Period

Transportation
■ RAB revalued annually
using inflation (Consumer
Price Index) taking into
account new investments
and amortisation and
depreciation (Current
economic cost method).
■ WACC return rate equal
to 4.25% Actual Pre-Tax.

Transportation
■ Exemption system until
October 2018.
■ Switch from an
exemption regime to
a regime regulated on
the expiry of long-term
contracts (October 2018).

Storage
■ Storage under regulated
system from January
2018.
■ WACC return rate equal
to 4.75% Actual Pre-Tax;
RAB around €1.2 billion.

Transportation
■ Third-Party Access
exemption on the initial
capacity (10 bcm/y).
■ Exemption from tariff
regulation on the initial
and expansion capacity.

Transportation/LNG
■ RAB based on historical
cost, Work in Progress
remunerated by WACC.
■ Nominal Pre-Tax
remuneration rate for the
period 2019-2022: 8.22%,
7.84%, 7.52%, 7.44%.
■ RAB of around €0.8 billion
(Transportation + LNG).
■ Socialisation of the cost of
LNG in the transportation
tariff (50% from 2020
– compared with 75%
previously).
■ Recovery of the OLD
Recoverable Difference
accumulated between
2006 and 2016 of around
€326 million, over a time
frame of 16 years from
2017 to 2032.

(*) This value includes a premium for the risk related to the marketing of capacity equal to 3.5%.
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SRI Indices inclusion
The continued commitment of Snam to strengthen its sustainable business model is
reflected in the increasing presence of SRI investors in the Company’s shareholding base
Snam is committed to implement a sustainable business
model on all ESG factors (Environment, Social and
Governance), starting with those that have an impact on
the climate and the environment, and define a virtuous
path toward climate neutrality by 2050. For this reason,
the Company has long integrated sustainability policies in
its Business Plan, thus achieving significant performances,
which led to inclusion of Snam shares in the most important
sustainability indices through strict assessment processes.
At the end of 2019, investors who build their portfolios
based on Socially Responsible Investing criteria
represent 13.3% of Snam shareholding base, a significant
increase compared to 9.7% at the end of 2018.
In September 2019 Snam share was confirmed for the
eleventh consecutive year in the Dow Jones Sustainability
World Index, the most important global stock exchange
index and a benchmark on corporate social responsibility.
This result has been achieved thanks to a committed and
rigorous application of the Global Compact principles and
the concrete effort on the UN SDGs. In 2019, for the first
time Snam has also joined the CDP supply chain program.
The high score achieved (A-) proves Snam’s commitment to
engaging suppliers on the reduction of emissions and the
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development of sustainable strategies.
For the sixth year in a row, Snam was listed in the “GC
100”, index developed by Sustainalytics, including the
100 companies that have achieved the best financial and
sustainability performances at the global level, and that
adhere to the ten fundamental principles of the United
Nations on the human rights, labour, environment and
anti-corruption issues. A relevant confirmation also came
in for the FTSE4Good series of indices, in which Snam has
been in since 2002.
The commitment on climate change issues is proven by the
presence on the “A-” List of Carbon Disclosure Project, the
index in which Snam is a component since 2012.
In the last five years Snam stock has been also part - with
an AA score - of the MSCI World ESG and MSCI ACWI ESG
indices. Furthermore, Snam is listed in the five ECPI indices,
in the Stoxx Global ESG Leaders indices, in the Euronext
Vigeo Eiris120 indices, in the Sustainalytics index and in the
ISS-Oekom index (PRIME level and B- rating).
Lastly, in early 2020 Snam entered for the first time the
Bloomberg’s Gender-Equality Index (GEI) 2020, which
tracks the financial performance of the companies most
committed to the promotion of gender equality.

Snam strategic priorities
The 2019-2023 Plan aims at a strengthened role of Snam in energy transition while
indicating continued growth and shareholders remuneration
In the long run, gas is no longer considered as just a
transition source, but a pillar of a decarbonized world,
especially in industries hard to electrify. This new role
will be enhanced through the rapid development of
renewable gases, particularly in the biomethane sector,
which will succeed in growing at a fast pace in Italy also as
a result of Snam’s investments, and the numerous ongoing
initiatives throughout the world focused on the production
of hydrogen from renewable sources at increasingly
competitive costs.
Snam 2019-2023 Strategic Plan, released at the end of
November 2019, is set in a market scenario in which gas
infrastructures have an increasingly central role in the
decarbonization process.
The Plan pursues a sustainable growth model that aims at
value creation by leveraging on:
■
■
■
■
■

continuous improvement of core business results
active participation in the regulatory framework
growing exposure to the energy transition
expansion of international activities
optimization of the financial structure.

The cumulative 2019-2023 investment plan amounts to 6.5
billion euro, c.14% higher than the level of 5.7 billion euro
included in the previous plan.
Such growth is driven by:
■
higher investments in new businesses for energy
transition (+200 million euro)
■
replacement programs (+400 million euro)
■
SnamTec project initiatives, on which 1.4 billion
euro are focused, a 65% increase compared to the
2018-2022 Plan, with the aim of accelerating Snam’s
innovation ability and seizing the opportunities
provided by the evolution of the energy system.
The resulting growth expected in earnings per share
(+5.5% CAGR 2019-2023), together with an attractive
dividend policy, paves the way to competitive shareholder
return.
Solid financial structure, continuous effort in minimizing
debt cost and consistency in a disciplined approach to
capital allocation are the factors that allow Snam to seize
additional opportunities of value creation, also through
the re-start of its buyback plan, with the launch of a further
tranche of 150 million euro, pursuant to the resolution of
the Shareholder Meeting on 2 April 2019.
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Investment Plan
Snam has planned to invest 6.5 billion euro over the 2019-2023 period, i.e. 800 million euro
more than in the previous Plan
2019-2023 Investment Plan (€ bn)

Tariff RAB (€ bn)

0.4

CAGR + ca. 2.5%

0.8

20.3

20.4

2018E

2019E

19.3

5.3
2017

Transport

Storage and LNG

Energy Transition

DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENTS
■

■

■
■

Completion of infrastructures to connect the TAP
to the national network
completion of connections in the north-west to the
local market service and cross-border flows
construction of the network in Sardinia
launch of the conversion of six compression stations
and storage plants into hybrid gas-electricity facilities.

REPLACEMENT INVESTMENTS
Replacement of 1,000 km of network in the 2019-2023
period, with additional 400 million euro compared to
the previous Plan; almost half of this works are currently
underway or have already obtained the VIA authorization.

CONNECTION INVESTMENTS
The Plan also includes 140 million euro investments
dedicated to the energy transition, i.e. for connecting
CNG and biomethane plants to the grid, an increase of
90 million euro compared to the previous Plan.

A GROWING RAB
Planned investments will drive an average annual RAB
growth of c.2.5% over the 2017-2023 period, therefore
at the same rate of the previous Plan, despite the lower
inflation expected. In the next 2024-2030 period, Snam
forecasts a real average annual growth of 1%.
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2023E

Tariff RAB evolution assumes an annual inflation rate of 0.8%,
in line with the current regulatory framework.

SNAMTEC – TOMORROW’S
ENERGY COMPANY
Total investments of 1.4 billion euro
Energy efficiency in core business: c.700 million euro
Methane emissions: - 40% by 2025
CO₂ eq emissions Scope 1 + Scope 2: -40% by 2030.
Leak Detection & Repair (LDAR) applied to infrastructure.
Replacement of c.3,000 pneumatic actuators and
instrumentation.
250 million euro investment for the launch of the first six
dual fuel compression stations.
Energy efficiency measures in buildings.
11 GWh/year of energy produced through photovoltaics.
Innovation and Technology: c.350 million euro
More than 85% of the network remotely inspected by 2023
Digital Asset Model to enhance the infrastructure
management, Digital twin, I-IOT and wearables for
operational excellence; drone and satellites used for
monitoring infrastructure, better prediction of gas demand
through neural networks, maintenance “smart gas” project
extended to regasification, pilot blockchain project for PSV
transactions.
Energy transition: c.400 million euro (not in RAB)
More than 40 MW of biomethane capacity
Support to green gas evolution, with biomethane and
hydrogen blended up to 10%.
CNG and LNG development in Italy (c.150 stations
CNG/LCNG and 2 small-scale LNG plants).
Energy efficiency with third parties.

Energy Transition
The new Energy Transition business unit is dedicated to green activities, i.e. biomethane,
sustainable mobility and energy efficiency. Snam will invest 400 million euro in these new
businesses that are the basis for transition. In its organizational structure, Snam has also
dedicated a new business unit to Hydrogen
Biomethane

Sustainable mobility

Planned investments: 250 million euro (vs. 100 million
euro in the previous Plan) to build plants with an installed
capacity higher than 40 Megawatt.
The industry of biomethane from organic, agricultural,
and agro-industrial waste will have a strategic role in the
decarbonization process. To accelerate such evolution,
biomethane investments are the ones with the most
significant increase compared to the Plan to 2022.

Planned investments:
■
50 million euro to build ca. 150 methane and
biomethane filling stations for cars and buses.
■
50 million euro to build two small-scale liquefaction
plants (SSLNG), one in the North and one in the South
of Italy, and to adapt the Panigaglia terminal.
Investments have been designed to support the growth of
the Italian network of distributors of compressed natural
gas (CNG e bio-CNG) and liquefied natural gas (LNG e
bio-LNG). Italy has the most developed network in Europe,
with more than 1,350 distributors (around 150 stations
connected to the network since 2018).

Energy efficiency
Planned investments: around 50 million euro.
In the energy efficiency sector, which shows a growing
market potential and returns higher than those of
regulated businesses, Snam is already one of the leading
Italian players through the subsidiary TEP Energy Solution,
Energy Service Company (ESCo) specialized in energy
efficiency solutions for condominiums, businesses and
public administrations, with a portfolio of contracts worth
more than 60 million euro and many initiatives in pipeline.
In November 2019, Snam has also acquired TEA servizi,
an ESCo qualified in the design of thermo-hydraulic and
electric plants as well as energy saving solutions for public
and private entities, with a special focus on SMEs.

Investments for energy transition
(million euro)
50

50

50
400 mln €

Hydrogen
The new business unit dedicated to Hydrogen evaluates
potential pilot projects and contributes to the
development of the supply chain. Meanwhile, several
studies are continuing, with a view to adequate the
compression and storage infrastructure, use hydrogen
in the future energy system, also from a sector coupling
perspective, and experiment its use in power-to-gas.
Hydrogen could potentially cover almost a fourth (23%)
of the domestic energy demand by 2050 in a scenario of
deep decarbonization, according to a study commissioned
by Snam itself. Believing in hydrogen potential as a clean
energy source, the Company considers that its integration
in the gas network might contribute to the development
of hydrogen production from renewable sources, thus
reducing costs. In April 2019, for the first time, in a
segment of the transmission network in Campania,
Snam successfully trialed the injection of a mix of 5%
hydrogen with natural gas, directly supplying two industrial
customers. Snam repeated the trial at the end of 2019,
successfully doubling to 10% the volume of hydrogen
mixture introduced into the network.

250

L-CNG

Biomethane

SSLNG

Energy efficiency
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Operating efficiency
The achievement of new operating efficiencies is a value-creation lever. The efforts made
so far have already delivered results above expectations
AN EVEN HIGHER EFFICIENCY TARGET
In the new Plan, Snam has set itself an efficiency target that
is even more ambitious than those included in the past Plans,

with over 65 million euro cumulative savings expected by
2023 in its core business compared to the 2016 level of costs.

Review
of Digital
Telecom &
Technology
(DT&T)
models

Process
optimisation

EFFICIENCY
AREAS
Reduction
of purchasing
costs

Real estate
savings

Evaluation
of make-or-buy
options

EXAMPLES OF PROJECTS AND RELATED BENEFITS
Renewing
of DT&T
infrastructure

Automation
of IT services
for users

Network
patrolling via
satellites

Private fiber
network to
connect Snam
centers

Lower
maintenance
from data
centers renewal

Insourcing
of grid
maintenance
activities

Insourcing
of recruiting
activities

(-7.0 mln €)

(-3.8 mln €)

(-2.3 mln €)

(-1.5 mln €)

(-1.1 mln €)

(-0.9 mln €)

(-0.9 mln €)

Snam will continue to reduce costs and improve
time-to-market by using new technologies and streamlining
its organization processes. The review of both make-or-buy
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decisions and supply contracts is a lever for reducing external
costs, which account for 80% of the total 65 million euro
costs expected to be reduced over the Plan’s period.

Financial strategy
Snam aims to minimize the risk profile of the Plan and ensure both efficiency and resiliency
to the financial structure
FINANCIAL DE-RISKING AND INCREASING SOLIDITY OF DEBT STRUCTURE
Optimization of the capital structure allowed for a
reduction of debt cost from 1.8% of the previous Plan to
1.4%; Snam expects to keep the latter level stable for the
entire Plan’s period.
■
■
■

■
■

■

Average tenor of M/L term debt: over 5 years.
Maturities well spread over time.
3.2 billion euro undrawn committed credit lines and
3.7 billion euro cash available.
Fixed rate vs. floating rate debt: ratio of approx. ¾
Proactive maturity management: Liability
Management exercises in 2017 and 2018; extension
of ca. 3.9 billion euro banking facilities; new EIB funds
for ca .0.3 billion euro; 1.1 billion euro bonds issued in
early September for pre-funding of 2020 maturities.
Access to large and diversified funding sources:

■

■

■

1/3 of total committed funding coming from
sustainable financing.
Stable and flat cost of debt over the Plan’s horizon,
leveraging on: actions already executed to lock in
favourable market conditions; normalization of the
country risk premium, supporting bond-roll over;
investors’ awareness of Snam’s credit profile, despite
the cap represented by the sovereign rating.
Lower than sector average gearing, with a Net
Debt-to-RAB ratio well below 60%, which remains the
reference threshold, and a “Cash Flow from Operating
Activities-to-Net Debt” ratio consistent with an A- rating.
Potential sources of further optimization: treasury
management optimization in both banking and
commercial paper segments; diversification and
broadening of investors’ base; bond-roll over.

GREEN FINANCING
In February 2019, Snam has successfully launched the
first Climate Action bond in Europe, which confirms its
commitment to sustainable finance. The proceeds from
this kind of bond can be used to finance or refinance both
green investments (in Snam’s case, for biomethane and
energy efficiency) as well as projects aimed to improve the
environmental impact (as in the Snamtec project).

Key features of the Climate Action Bond:

In April 2019, Snam also achieved a reduction in the margin
of its 3.2 billion euro “sustainable bond”, having achieved
the targeted parameters of environmental and social
sustainability.

Listing:

Amount:

500 million euro

Maturity:

28 August 2025

Annual coupon:
Re-offer price:

1.25%
99.489 (103 bps spread on mid
swap rate)
Luxembourg

The notes are issued under Snam’s 10 billion euro EMTN
(Euro Medium Term Note) program.
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ESG factors at the helm of strategy
Snam believes that sustainability and attention to all stakeholders represent the key
elements of its business model
■

■

ENVIRONMENT
Snam works daily to be a key
player in the climate-change
challenge and to guide Italy
in its decarbonization process.

■

■

■

■

SOCIAL
People are at the center of the
Company’s success: Snam promotes
their growth and development, as
well as health and safety. Snam also
aims to interpret the needs of the
communities in which it operates.

■

■

■

GOVERNANCE
Snam is committed to continuously
improving its Corporate
Governance and integrating ESG
factors into the value chain.

■

■

Scope 1 and Scope 2 CO₂ eq emissions reduction: - 40% by 2030 (vs. 2016):
conversion of the first six plants to gas/electric hybrids and energy efficiency
actions on assets. Greater use of photovoltaic energy.
Reduction of CH4 emissions: - 40% by 2025 (vs. 2016): launched the
methane “leak detection and repair” campaign for the grid, replacement
of network and plants’ components, adoption of the best available
technologies.
ForestaMi: through Fondazione Snam and its subsidiary TEP Energy Solution,
Snam supports the urban reforestation project of the Milan’s municipality, by
planting 3 million trees in the metropolitan area by 2030.
Snam Plastic Less: program aimed at eliminating disposable plastics from
beverage distributors in all Company’s offices by 2020 and the usage of
plastic in industrial packaging by 2023.

Snam Institute: over 114 thousand hours of training to employees in 2019
and 320 thousand to be delivered by 2023.
Top Employers: in the Forbes analysis, Snam has been recognized as one
of the best 150 companies in the world to work in, also because of its
commitment to training, remote working and welfare.
Gender parity: since January 2020, Snam entered the Blomberg’s
Gender-Equality Index, composed of 325 companies from all over the world.
Snam Foundation: contribution of 20 million euro to carry out initiatives that
support the Italian health system and the third sector. Moreover, a corporate
volunteering week, with more than 700 persons involved in over 90
non-profit organizations throughout Italy.

Effective and integrated Governance: Snam is the first Italian company
that has included an ESG Committee within its BoD. In June 2019, the
Company has been appointed by Integrated Governance Index as the
best Italian company for CG and integration of ESG factors into corporate
strategies. Snam has permanently included in its By-laws the provisions that
ensure a minimum representation in corporate bodies of one third of the
less represented gender. Moreover, a new policy to promote diversity and
inclusion within the Company has been adopted.
Anti-corruption: Snam is one of the four companies – and the only Italian
one – that have entered into a global partnership with Transparency
International. Starting from October 2019, Snam is a permanent member in
the Leadership Committee representing the Business at the OECD (BIAC) in
the Anti-corruption Committee.
Business integrity: since the beginning of 2019, around 5,300 reputational
checks on suppliers and third parties have been carried out.
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Shareholder remuneration
The strategy outlined envisages a strengthened growth profile of earnings per share
and a significant value creation for shareholders
In the 2019-2023 Plan, which has been presented on 21 November 2019, Snam confirmed its commitment to ensure an
attractive and sustainable remuneration to shareholders, leveraging on a strong cash generation.
All the key metrics of the 2019-2023 Plan have been confirmed or improved compared to the previous Plan.

Guidance 2020

2019-2023 Plan

Investments

ca. 1.1 bn €

6.5 bn € 2019-2023

Tariff RAB

ca. 20.6 bn €

> 2% CAGR 2019-2023

Net Income

ca. 1,100 mln €

4% CAGR 2018-2023

5.5% CAGR 2017-2023

EPS

DPS

24.95 cent. €

5% growth 2017-2022

Net debt

ca. 12.4 bn €

Debt-to-RAB ratio
broadly stable

Snam has increased cumulated
investments, from 5.7 to 6.5 billion
euro, compared to the previous Plan,
and expects a growth of the RAB at
an average yearly rate higher than 2%,
as a result of the investments in the
core business. RAB growth will sustain
revenues, which will also benefit from
the contribution of new businesses
and incentives on non RAB-based
activities. This, together with the focus
on financial and operating efficiency,
will sustain the accelerated growth
profile and its sustainability over the
long term. Therefore, the Company
could shape a dividend policy with an
annual growth of 5% between 2017
and 2022, assuming a gearing that will
remain stable in the Plan’s period.

DIVIDEND POLICY

BUYBACK

Snam confirms its commitment to guarantee an attractive and sustainable
remuneration to shareholders, together with the distribution of an interim
dividend. The new Plan has improved the profile of shareholder remuneration
through dividend distribution, as it envisages:
■
a 5% annual growth for DPS, starting from 23.76 euro cents for 2019;
■
a 2020 DPS of 24.95 euro cents.

As an option for creating shareholder
remuneration and optimizing Snam’s
capital structure, at the Meeting
held on 2 April 2019, shareholders
approved a purchase plan of treasury
shares (buyback) for a maximum
amount of 500 million euro. In
the scope of this authorization, in
November 2019 Snam launched the
execution of the first tranche of 150
million euro.
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Snam in Europe
Snam’s international growth aims to achieve the integration of the European infrastructure
system
Snam promotes the integration of the gas system at
European level in order to increase the liquidity in the
gas market, through the development of new routes and
the removal of bottlenecks between national systems:
essential condition for the alignment between the
consumer and producer interests.
Interconnector contributes to the security of
supply in North-West Europe. Following the
closure of the Rough storage field, it plays a key
role for UK market. With its bi-directional flows,
this infrastructure also makes it possible to boost
the flexibility and diversification of the system.

1

With its international development over the last
five years, today Snam has a structured presence in
Europe’s two main energy corridors, South-North (TAP,
Interconnector and Desfa) and East-West (Teréga, GCA
and TAG) of which the Italian infrastructure network is
a key element.
TAG is a strategic infrastructure for Italy.
Connected to the domestic network of Snam,
it transports flows coming from East. Moreover,
with the reverse-flow being fully operational,
in synergy with GCA, TAG can export gas toward
Southern Germany and Eastern Europe.

With its strategic positioning
in Central Europe, GCA plays
a central role in the transport
of gas toward many markets
adjacent to the Austrian
market.

Interconnector

5

GCA
Tarvisio

3

TAG

Passo Gries

2

Terēga

Gorizia
Cavarzere
(LNG)
Panigaglia
(LNG)
Livorno
OLT (LNG)

4

TAP
6

DESFA

Mazara del Vallo
Gela

ALGERIA

Teréga, formerly TIGF, manages the gas
infrastructures in the South-East of France and
helps the energy security of the country through
its storage fields. With its strategic position,
between the French and the Spanish markets,
Teréga will succeed in playing a key role in
achieving greater integration at a European level.
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TransMed

Green Stream

TAP, currently under
construction, will complete
the South corridor towards
Europe, contributing to the
diversification of supply sources,
through the importation of gas
from Azerbaijan.

With the acquisition of DESFA, Snam
strengthens its presence in a strategic area
of the Mediterranean Sea. Greece, an
important crossways for the diversification
of supply and the opening of new natural gas
routes in Europe, has considerable potential
development as a hub for South-East Europe.

Corporate structure

GASRULE
(CAPTIVE
INSURANCE)
100%
SCOPE OF CONSOLIDATION

GNL

ASSET
COMPANY 2

SNAM
4 MOBILITY

SNAM 4
ENVIRONMENT

ASSET
COMPANY 4

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

STOGIT
100%

INFRASTRUTTURE
TRASPORTO
GAS
100%

SNAM
INTERNATIONAL
100%

CUBOGAS

RENERWASTE

TEA SERVIZI

TEP ENERGY
SOLUTION

100%

82.63%

100%

82%

ENURA

ENERSI
SICILIA

RENERWASTE
LODI

ECOPROGETTO
TORTONA

55%

100%

100%

100%

SNAM
GAS & ENERGY
SERVICES CO.
(BEIJING) LTD.
100%

Regulated core business
Energy efficiency
SNAM
RETE GAS

IES BIOGAS

ECOPROGETTO
MILANO

100%

70%

100%

Biomethane
CNG - Sustainable mobility
2019 new entry

The structure of the Snam Group as at 31 December
2019 reflects the entry of four companies in the scope of
consolidation during the year:
■

■

■

Enura S.p.A. (ex Asset company 5 S.r.l.), held 55%
by Snam S.p.A., for the creation of the transport
infrastructure in Sardinia.
Snam Gas & Energy Services (Beijing) Co. Ltd,
headquartered in China and held 100% by Snam
International B.V., for the support of gas market
development in China, through the distinctive
competencies of Snam in the industry.
Snam 4 Environment S.r.l. (ex Asset company 6 S.r.l.),
held 100% by Snam S.p.A., established following
the acquisition, in November 2019, from Ladurner
Ambiente and AB Invest of the 82.63% of

■

Renerwaste S.r.l., one of the leading companies active
in Italy in biogas and biomethane infrastructures,
with consequent gaining control of the companies
Renerwaste Lodi S.r.l., Ecoprogetto Milano S.p.A.,
Ecoprogetto Tortona S.r.l..
TEA Servizi S.r.l., following the acquisition in November
2019, via the wholly-owned company Asset Company 4
S.r.l, of 100% of the share capital, active in the design,
realization and running of thermohydraulic and electric
plants for industrial customers, with a special focus on
small and medium-sized businesses.

Except for Enura, subject to consolidation within the
“Natural gas transportation” sector, the remaining
companies listed above were included in the sector
“Corporate and other activities”.
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Snam businesses
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Transport Overview
Again in 2019, transport capacity fully met demand from users

Snam, through the affiliates Snam Rete Gas and
Infrastrutture Trasporto Gas, is the main Italian operator
of natural gas transport and dispatching on the national
territory, disposing of 94% of all transport infrastructure
in Italy.
Snam manages the gas high pressure pipeline network
via 8 districts, 48 maintenance centers throughout Italy,
13 compression stations, including the two new plants of
Minerbio and Sergnano that became operational in 2018,
and a dispatching unit that has been recently renovated
in terms of structure and technology. The gas sourced
from abroad is injected into the network at the eight entry
points, where the network connects with the gas import
pipelines and at the LNG regasification terminals. Once
imported, produced and regasified, gas is transported
to the local distribution networks, to the regional
network's redelivery points or to large final customers
(thermoelectric power plants or industrial plants).

Snam confers transport capacity to the shippers requesting
it. As a result, the shippers acquire the right, in the role
of users, to input or to withdraw, during any day of the
thermal year, a quantity of gas not greater than the daily
capacity conferred. The conditions for accessing the
service are contained in the Network Code. The shippers
may also make sales and trades of gas on the national
network, through the Virtual Trading Point, using a
dedicated IT platform.
The capacity of the transport network succeeded in
fully meeting the Users’ capacity demand also for the
year 2019.
The transport capacity supplied at the entry points
interconnected with foreign sources and at the LNG
terminals was on average 362.9 million cubic meters per
day; in addition to that, Snam made further transport
capacity available at the entry points interconnected with
the national production for a total of 20.7 million cubic
meters per day and with the biomethane production for a
total of 0.3 Mcm/d.
Over the past 16 years, the number of transport operators
has steadily grown, going from 30 in 2003 to almost
210 in 2019 (considering shippers and traders). In 2019,
123 connection contracts were signed for the creation
of new delivery/redelivery points or the upgrade of
existing points, including 26 contracts for the injection of
biomethane and 61 relating to CNG service stations.

32,727
km
Transportation
network

9,727
km

23,000
km

National
network

Regional
network

75.37
bcm

4.51
bcm

Gas injected
into the national
network

70.86
bcm

Gas from
national
production

Imported gas

8

11

Entry points
from national
production

Compression
stations

2019 – Imports by entry points (bcm)

29.85

TARVISIO
PASSO
GRIES

11.13

MAZARA
DEL VALLO

10.21

CAVARZERE
LNG

7.91

GELA

5.7

LIVORNO
LNG
PANIGAGLIA
LNG
GORIZIA

3.62

2.42

0.02
2019 data updated as at 27 January 2020
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Transport – Projects
Completion of the first phase of a complex project, designed to improve the sustainability
of the Istrana compression plant
Istrana compression plant – one of the 13 compression
plants in Snam transport system – has always played a
strategic role due to its geographical location.
Built in 1975, the plant recompresses the gas in the two
parallel pipelines through which it is imported from Russia.
As a result of the works completed in 2011, with its four
turbo compressors, the plant can also operate from South
to North, ensuring the highest operating flexibility through
a bidirectional flow.

131 thousand square meters
Area occupied by the Istrana plant

Snam has developed a complex project, aimed at
modernizing and upgrading the Istrana compression
station, by leveraging on the best available technologies
to ensure ever greater reliability and reduce the
environmental impact of the plant.
In March 2020, in less than three months, the first
phase of the project ended, despite the ongoing health
emergency in Italy has made it even more challenging
to keep to the timeline. The project has been designed
with a view to ensuring continuity of transport capacity
throughout the works.

WORKS COMPLETED DURING PHASE 1
Unification of station A and B, which have been
separated and independent so far.
Upgrade of the main piping sections of station B.
Plant preparation for the replacement of the two
FRAME3 compression units with two new 12 MW
low-emission units, in line with the Best Available
Technologies (BAT).
New links of the interconnection point to the gas
pipeline and needed regulations. Substitution of the
control panels both for the station and for the line
with interconnected state-of-the-art systems.
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2 compression stations
For 30 years separated and independent plants;
now merged into a single plant

4 turbo compressors
Two PGT25 and two FRAME3; the FRAME3 units will
be replaced by the end of 2021

PHASE 2 BY THE END OF 2021
The project will be completed in late 2021, when the
two new-generation turbo-compressor units will become
operational and will replace the current FRAME3 models,
thus making the plant even more environmentally-efficient.

Biomethane and sustainable mobility
Snam intends to support the acceleration of the Italian biomethane market, also to favor
the development of sustainable mobility
Snam has planned to invest 250 million euro to build
infrastructure and plants in the biomethane industry,
targeting a 40 MW increase in installed capacity.
Biomethane can be produced from organic waste,
agricultural and agro-industrial waste, or the organic
fraction of urban solid waste. In 2019, through its
subsidiary Snam 4 Environment, Snam acquired
Renerwaste, one of the leading companies in Italy
operating in the biogas and biomethane infrastructure,
with three operating plants and the authorization to build
two more. In 2019 it was also signed a binding letter of
intent for a strategic partnership, through the entry with
a 50% stake in Iniziative Biometano, a company operating
in Italy with five biogas plants, for which there is a plan
for conversion to biomethane, and with various plants
in the process of authorization or construction. Those
projects are perfectly complementary to the expertise in
the design, development and construction of IES Biogas,
the Snam subsidiary and leader in the creation of biogas
and biomethane plants at national and international level.
Lastly, Snam signed a memorandum of understanding
with Infore Environmental Group, environmental services
company listed on Shanghai’s Stock Exchange, for potential
joint initiatives for the development of biogas and
biomethane infrastructure in China.

Investments in the biomethane segment create synergies
with those planned for the sustainable mobility, especially
in supporting the increase of the Italian network of
compressed natural gas (CNG and bio-CNG) and liquefied
natural gas (LNG and bio-LNG) distributors.
In its five-year plan, Snam has planned to invest 50
million euro for the creation of around 150 natural gas
and bio-methane refilling stations for cars and buses, in
conjunction with Cubogas, a subsidiary of Snam4Mobility,
further strengthening the Italian CNG distribution network,
which is already the most developed in Europe with around
1,400 facilities. Snam has also planned to invest 50 million
euro for the construction of two small liquefaction plants
(SSLNG), one in the North and one in the South of Italy,
and for the adaptation of the Panigaglia terminal, aimed
at loading tankers and promoting the use of LNG for heavy
transport, industry and residential, with a capacity of 250
thousand tons per year. In addition, a memorandum of
understanding was signed in September 2019 for LNG
sustainable mobility in Austria between Snam, the investee
TAG and OMV. In the sector of energy efficiency, in which
Snam operates through the subsidiary TEP Energy Solution,
Snam bought the company TEA Servizi, an Energy Service
Company (ESCo) qualified in the design and construction of
industrial plants, with a special focus on SMEs.

Incentives on biomethane for mobility for 10 years

CNG/LNG stations
Organic
& agricultural
waste

Ca. 50 € m
Capex

Biomethane
Ca. 250 € m
Capex

Industrials
& Residentials
Power to gas
Hydrogen

LNG

Small scale LNG
Natural gas

Ca. 50 € m
Capex

Transport &
off grid users

Energy efficiency for residential and industrial costumers
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Hydrogen
For Snam, 2019 was the year of hydrogen, with a series of dedicated analysis and initiatives
put into play, but especially with the launch of the first trial in Europe of a mixture of
hydrogen injected into the gas transportation network
The Company strongly believes in the potential of this
energy vector – especially green hydrogen generated
through electrolysis of water from renewable sources such
as solar and wind-power, without CO₂ emissions – in the
global context of fighting climate change.
Convinced of the need to adopt this solution to accelerate
decarbonization, in 2019 Snam has created a business unit
dedicated to hydrogen, in charge of evaluating possible
pilot projects, contributing to the development of the
supply chain, and carrying out scenario analysis. Among
those, a first study evaluating hydrogen potential in Italy
to 2050 was carried out, with the analytical support of
McKinsey. The “Hydrogen Potential” scenario estimates
that by 2050 hydrogen could satisfy 23% of total energy
demand for end users at a national level. According to
this study, hydrogen will be increasingly more competitive
compared with fossil fuels and possible decarbonization
alternatives, especially in certain sectors such as transport,
heating and high-temperature industrial processes.

Main advantages of green hydrogen

In April 2019, Snam launched the first trial in Europe of a
mixture of 5% hydrogen and natural gas introduced into
the Snam transportation network in Campania, doubling
the mixture to 10% in December. The successful injection
trials have proven that Snam assets are suitable for
receiving increasing quantities of hydrogen.
Hydrogen, together with LNG and bioLNG, can have an
essential role for decarbonization in maritime transports:
also for this reason, in September 2019, at the UN, Snam
was the first Italian company to join the “Zero Coalition”
promoted by the non-profit organization Global Maritime
Forum.
In October 2019, in Rome, Snam organized The Hydrogen
Challenge, an international event involving institutions,
associations and companies from the entire world.
Snam also takes part in several institutional and association
discussions dedicated to hydrogen, among which:
■
H2it, Italian Association of Hydrogen and Fuel Cells
■
The Hydrogen Council, a global initiative launched
in 2017 at the World Economic Forum in Davos to
create a coalition of leading companies committed to
accelerating investments in hydrogen
■
Hydrogen Europe, which brings together businesses,
research institutes and associations at a European level.

Does not produce CO₂,
or pollutant emissions

Can integrate non-programmable
renewable sources

Can be stored reliably,
securely and conveniently
Can be transported cost
effectively, using existing gas
transportation networks
Can decarbonize
“hard-to-abate” sectors
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The project of Dual Fuel stations
By installing electric engines in currently gas-fueled stations, Snam can reduce the direct
CO₂ emissions from its operations
DUAL FUEL ADVANTAGES
Reduce the emissions
in the atmosphere.
Increase the energy efficiency for
the integrated gas-electric system.
Strengthen the flexibility for
the power system through
pick-up modulation and active
participation to balancing (DSR).

Settala

Sergnano

Malborghetto

PASSO
GRIES

Masera

TARVISIO
GORIZIA

Brugherio

Istrana
CAVARZERE (REGASIFICATION PLANT)

Ripalta

Bordolano

Cortemaggiore

Sabbioncello

PANIGAGLIA
(REGASIFICATION PLANT)

Decrease excess in power
generation in areas with high
penetration of renewable sources.

Minerbio

LIVORNO OLT
(REGASIFICATION PLANT)

Poggio Renatico

Fiume Treste

Terranuova
Gallese

Lower grid congestions in
the most critical areas.

Melizzano
Montesano
Tarsia

With electricity consumption that in prospect will
increasingly leverage on non-programmable renewable
sources, Snam can contribute to the flexibility of the
energy system in two ways:
1. strengthening energy accumulation, through
power-to-gas programs;
2. aiming at load flexibilization, through the project of
Dual Fuel stations.

MAZARA DEL VALLO

Messina
GELA

Enna

Compression station

Ongoing projects

Storage plant

Sites currently under
scrutiny/in the pipeline

KEY DATA OF THE PROJECT

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

■ 22 Snam stations involved in the Dual Fuel project,
among which: 13 dedicated to transport and
9 dedicated to storage.

■ Contribute to the decarbonization of the gas-electric
system, through a potential 70% reduction of CO₂
emissions of Snam stations compared to 2018.

■ 6 sites involved in the first stage of study and start of
the electric engines' installation for 100-150 MW.
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Storage – Overview
With 17 bcm of total storage capacity, Snam has the greatest capacity in Europe

17.0 bcm
Total storage capacity

4.5 bcm
Strategic storage capacity

10.16 bcm
Gas injected into the fields

19.33 bcm
Gas moved through the storage system

12.5 bcm
Available storage capacity

9.17 bcm
Gas withdrawn

9
Operating concessions
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Through its subsidiary company Stogit, Snam is the largest
storage operator in Europe by total available capacity.
Snam carries out its activity through an integrated
system of infrastructures, composed of deposits, gas
treatment plants, compression stations and dispatching
operations. The storage system makes it possible to
compensate for the different requirements for gas
supply and consumption: whilst supply has a substantially
constant flow throughout the year, the demand for gas
is concentrated mainly in the winter period. Storage also
ensures that quantities of strategic gas are available to
compensate for any lack of or reduction in non-EU supply
or temporary crises in the gas system.
In 2019 Snam took action to promote the replenishment
of national storage facilities for the purpose of being able
to manage seasonal peaks in demand. The replenishment
level at the end of the injection campaign (October 2019)
was 99%, in line with the European average.
The market-oriented approach adopted in 2019 allowed
the Company to increase the mix of customers owing a
Storage contract (not only Shippers who serve end-users
but also Traders who maximize revenues from buying and
selling gas at the Virtual Trading Point) as well as attracting
major European players.
Thanks to the investments made to develop new deposits
and upgrade the existing ones, the overall storage capacity
at the end of 2019, with strategic storage unchanged,
reached 17.0 billion cubic meters (+0.1 bcm over 2018),
following the Bordolano field’s gradual entry into
operation.
A result that attests to Stogit's ability to respond to both
the needs of the national market as well as the contingent
dynamics linked to international markets and policies,
which can significantly modify demand by increasing the
value of business with policies to support the security of
supplies.

LNG Overview
LNG provides a key contribution to diversification and flexibility of gas supply

17,500 m3
Maximum daily regasification
capacity of the Panigaglia terminal

2.40 bcm
Quantity of LNG regasified in 2019 in Panigaglia

3.5 bcm
Maximum annual quantity of natural gas that
can be released into the transport network

Regasification represents the final activity in the liquefied
natural gas (LNG) chain. In the exporting country, the
natural gas extracted from the fields is liquefied at a
temperature of -160°C in order to allow for its transport via
tanker to the regasification terminal. Once offloaded from
the tanker, the LNG is heated and returned to the gaseous
state in order to be injected into the transport network.
The regasification service therefore also includes the offloading of the LNG from the tanker, operational storage
(i.e. storage for the time needed to vaporize the LNG),
regasification and injection into the national network. The
Panigaglia terminal, which was built in 1971 and is owned
by GNL Italia, is able to regasify 17,500 cubic meters of LNG
per day.
The significant increase in volumes of activities of the
Panigaglia plant in 2019 is mainly attributable to two
factors: the greater competitiveness of LNG cost compared
to natural gas and the new regasification capacity
allocation mechanisms through dedicated auctions.
Those new capacity allocation mechanisms as well as the
new businesses in the SSLNG sector, linked specifically to
the possible future uses in heavy transport and shipping,
indicate further potential growth in LNG consumption in
coming years.

The total amount of regasified gas in the Panigaglia
terminal almost tripled in 2019, reaching 2.40 bcm, with a
1.49 bcm increase compared to the 0.91 bcm of 2018.
In 2019, 57 methane tankers were unloaded, a 58.3%
increase in comparison with 36 landfills performed in 2018.

In February 2020, Snam acquired from Iren Group a 49.07%
stake in the share capital of OLT Offshore LNG Toscana
S.p.A., the company that owns the offshore regasification
terminal located 22 km offshore of the Tuscan coast
between Livorno and Pisa. With a maximum annual
regasification capacity of 3.75 bcm, OLT is the second
largest Italian terminal of liquefied natural gas (LNG).
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LNG – Projects
Trucks used by Snam will be LNG fueled, thus materially contributing to promote an
increasingly efficient and sustainable transport
At the end of January 2020 Snam presented a new
project of sustainable mobility.
The truck fleet produced by Scania for DN Logistica will be
progressively converted to LNG. DN Logistica is the Snam
supplier for the transport of steel pipes throughout the
Italian territory.
After beginning to convert its own corporate car fleet to
natural gas, Snam is working along the supply chain with
its business partners to boost sustainable mobility further,
through the use of natural gas and biomethane.

100 trucks
Produced by Scania and fueled by LNG
in five years

1,100 km
Maximum range allowed by Scania 13-liters
engine fueled by LNG, with double tank

410 horsepower
Engine with a torque of 2,000 Nm
Scania has already delivered the first LNG
vehicles to DN Logistica.
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THE ADVANTAGES OF LNG TRUCKS
Environmental protection
Reduce pollutants emissions, such as nitrogen oxide,
particulates and carbon monoxide. Reduction of CO₂
emissions.

Satisfactory performance
Guarantee of optimal drivability, with similar performance
to modern diesel engine. Methane engine also quieter than
diesel engines.

Snam on the
Stock Exchange

Snam shares have
returned great value to
shareholders over time.
From 11.9 in 2012 to
13.9 billion euro as of
30 April 2020 the increase
in market capitalization.
Almost 14 billion euro
total amount of dividends
distributed over the last
19 years as listed Company.
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Remuneration through dividends
Payout %

On the back of the results achieved in 2019 and Snam’s
solid fundamentals, Board of Director proposes to the
Shareholders’ Meeting to approve the distribution of a
dividend of 0.2376 euro per share, of which:
n 40%, i.e. 0.095 euro per share, already paid in
January 2020 as an interim dividend
n the remaining 60%, equal to 0.1426 euro per share, as a
balance dividend to be paid from 24 June 2020 with an
ex-dividend date of 22 June 2020 (record date 23 June 2020).

81.6
77.7
71.6

The proposed dividend, a rise of 5% compared with 2018,
is in line with the dividend policy announced in the Strategic
Plan (+5% CAGR 2017-2022); it also confirms Snam
commitment to ensuring an attractive and sustainable
remuneration to shareholders over time.

2017

2018

2019

Dividends for the period/Net profit.

Dividend per share (€ cents)

Italgas
separation

23.00
21.00

20.00 20.00

23.00
20.00

24.00

25.00 25.00 25.00 25.00

24.95
23.76
22.63
21.00

21.55

19.00
17.00
16.00

9.00

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020E
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Stock Market performance
Stock market performance

3,570,768,494
1,955,000,000

2001

1,956,318,100

2005

2007

2009

After
buy back

After capital
increase for
the acquisition
of Italgas and
Stogit
(3.47 € bn)

Extraordinary
dividend
of 1.96 € bn

3,381,638,294

3,469,038,579

3,571,187,994

2011

3,500,638,294

2012

2013

2014

3,394,840,916

2015

2016

After cancellation
of treasury shares
(189.549.700)

After capital
increase for
TAG acquisition
(501.9 € mln)

Sale of Eni’s stake
(30% + 1 share) and
accelerated book
building of 5%

Eni’s stake is Eni’s stake
8.54%; shares
reduced
subordinated
to 2.2%
to bonds,
following
convertible into the bond
Snam’s shares, conversion
issued on the
market

2017

2018

2019
After
cancellation
of treasury
shares
(74,197,663)

Eni’s stake
is 0.02%
following the
completion
of the bond
conversion
process

After
cancellation
of treasury
shares
(31,599,715)

Market capitalization* (€ billion)

Italgas
separation

17.0
15.4
13.7
12.6
11.7

8.4

7.9

7.7

6.8

13.6 13.9

13.9
12.6

11.9

7.0

04.30.2020

12.31.2019

12.31.2018

12.31.2017

12.31.2016

12.31.2015

12.31.2014

12.31.2013

12.31.2012

12.31.2011

12.31.2010

12.31.2009

12.31.2008

12.31.2007

12.31.2006

12.31.2005

12.31.2004

12.31.2001

12.31.2003

12.06.2001

6.3

12.31.2002

5.5

5.8

6.6

11.4

14.4

* Product of the number of outstanding shares multiplied by the official share price.
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Snam vs. FTSE MIB and STOXX Europe 600 Utilities
2 January 2019 – 30 April 2020 (Base 2 January 2019=100)

150.0

140.0

130.0

120.0

110.0

100.0

90.0

80.0
Jan
2019

Feb
2019

Mar
2019

Apr
2019

May
2019

Jun
2019

Jul
2019

SNAM

Aug
2019

Sep
2019

Oct
2019

Nov
2019

STOXX EURO 600 UTILITIES

Analysts’ recommendations

Dec
2019

Jan
2020

Feb
2020

Mar
2020

FTSE MIB

Target price as at 30 April 2020 (€)

0%

5.5
4.7

3.6
57%

43%

Hold

Buy

Sell

The Snam stock is covered by 22 brokers.
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Low

Average

High

Snam’s closing price as at 30 April 2020 is 4.088 euro.

Apr
2020

Shareholders
As of 31 December 2019 Snam share capital amounts to
2,735,670,475.56 euro and is divided into 3,394,840,916
ordinary shares, with no nominal value. Snam is one of
the few Italian listed companies with free float higher
than 50%. Snam’s shareholding structure is broad and
well-diversified, by both investor type and geographical
distribution. With a 64.3% free float, today the market
controls the most relevant stake of Snam share capital.

Institutional investors hold an overall 47.7% stake and
are mostly international. Retail investors, who have
always had a sizeable weight in Snam’s share capital,
currently account for a 16.6% share, including the holdings
(7.4%) of Romano Minozzi. CDP Reti is the shareholder
controlling the single largest stake in Snam (31.0%).
Socially responsible investors represent 13.3% of Snam’s
institutional investors.

(30 April 2020 update)

Shareholders' structure

Shareholding geographical breakdown

47.7% Institutional investors

32.1% Italy - Strategic holders (*)

31.0% CDP Reti

16.9% USA and Canada

9.2% Retail investors

16.6% Italy - Retails (**)

7.4% Romano Minozzi

13.0% Continental Europe

3.7% Treasury shares

9.3% UK and Ireland

1.0% Bank of Italy

5.6% Rest of the World
3.7% Treasury shares
2.8% Italy - Institutionals
(*) Italy - Strategic holders includes Bank
of Italy and CDP Reti.
(**) Italy - Retails includes the shares held
by Romano Minozzi (7.4%).

Relevant participations (shareholders owning more than 3% of Snam capital)
(31 December 2019 update)

CDP Reti
Romano Minozzi
Lazard
BlackRock

1,053,692,127 shares held
250,687,453 shares held
173,447,961 shares held
171,791,488 shares held

Sources: Information available and communications received pursuant
to Article 120 of the Testo Unico della Finanza (Consolidated Finance Act).
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Financial structure
As at 31 December 2019, the Group’s net financial position was 11,923 million euro,
resulting from a gross financial debt of 14,774 million euro and liquid funds and equivalents
of 2,851 million euro
CAPITAL MARKET: 2019 TRANSACTIONS

BANKING MARKET: 2019 TRANSACTIONS

In February, Snam issued its first Climate Action Bond of
500 million euro, with annual coupon of 1.25% maturing
on 28 August 2025. In June, Snam completed a Private
Placement for a nominal amount of 250 million euro at a
fixed rate, maturing on 7 January 2030, with a coupon of
1.625%. In September, Snam also issued a dual tranche
bond for 1.1 billion euro maturing, respectively, in around
5 and 15 years, a coupon of 0% and 1%, for 500 and
600 million euro.
In December 2019, Snam successfully completed
a buyback of bonds with a total nominal value of
around 597 million euro (with an average coupon
of approximately 1.3% and a remaining maturity of
approximately 3.8 years). The buyback price, of
633 million euro in total, was partly financed through a
200 million euro reopening transaction of the 5-year bond
at a fixed rate in September, with the same maturity and
coupon as the original issue.

In July, Snam extended the duration of the bilateral
banking lines for a total of 700 million euro, at the same
time improving the margins. At the end of 2019, Snam has
unused committed long-term credit facilities for an amount
of approximately 3.2 billion euro; during the year, their
duration was extended without increasing margins. In April,
as a result of the achievement of the targets defined in the
KPIs from an ESG perspective defined in the contractual
conditions of the sustainable loan, Snam achieved a
reduction in margins. Following the renegotiation, the
two syndicated lines, amounting to 2.0 and 1.2 billion
euro respectively, were extended of one year (July 2023
and December 2024). At the end of 2019, Snam also had
an active Euro Medium Term Notes programme with a
total nominal maximum value of 11 billion euro, of which
it has used approximately 8.7 billion euro. Snam also has a
Euro Commercial Paper Programme, for a maximum total
nominal value of 2 billion euro, entirely used as part of the
Company's short-/medium-term funding strategy.
Breakdown by duration (%)

Last
update

27 September
2019

17 January
2020

30 April
2020

Rating
on long-term
debt

Baa2

BBB +

BBB +

72% Long term

28% Short term

Breakdown by rate (%)
Rating
on short-term
debt

P2

A-2

F2

Outlook

Stable

Negative

Stable

Snam’s long term rating by Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s and Fitch
is a notch higher than that of Italian sovereign debt.
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76% Fixed rate

24% Variable rate

Income Statement figures
2017
Adjusted (*)
2,434
99

2018
(million of €)

2019 adjusted
vs 2018 adjusted

2019

Reported

Adjusted (*)

Reported

Adjusted (*)

Change

% change

2,485

2,485

2,550

2,550

65

2.6

101

101

115

115

14

13.9

Regulated revenue
Non-regulated revenue

2,533

Total revenue

2,586

2,586

2,665

2,665

79

3.1

2,441

- Total revenue net of
pass-through items

2,528

2,528

2,604

2,604

76

3.0

(511)

Operating costs

(512)

(491)

(461)

(496)

(5)

1.0

(419)

- Operating costs net of
pass-through items

(454)

(433)

(400)

(435)

(2)

0.5

2,022

EBITDA

2,074

2,095

2,204

2,169

74

3.5

(659)

Amortisation, depreciation
and impairment losses

(690)

(690)

(752)

(752)

(62)

9.0

1,363

EBIT

1,384

1,405

1,452

1,417

12

0.9

(227)

Net financial expense

(242)

(195)

(203)

(165)

30

(15.4)

159

159

216

216

57

35.8

150

Net income from equity
investments

1,286

Pre-tax profit

1,301

1,369

1,465

1,468

99

7.2

(346)

Income tax

(341)

(359)

(375)

(375)

(16)

4.5

940

Net profit

960

1,010

1,090

1,093

83

8.2

940

- 
Attributable to Snam
shareholders

960

1,010

1,090

1,093

83

8.2

- 
Minority interests

960

1,010

1,090

1,093

83

8.2

(*) The figures exclude special items.

Adjusted ROE

16.6%

Adjusted ROI

17.9%

7.7%

8.0%

7.9%

2017

2018

2019

14.8%

2017

2018

2019

Adjusted Return On Equity (ROE) has been calculated
as the ratio of net profit and the average of net equity
at the start and at the end of the period considered.

Adjusted Return On Investment (ROI) is the ratio of EBIT
and the average of net invested capital at the start
and at the end of the period considered.
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Balance Sheet figures
(million of €)

31.12.2018

31.12.2019

Change

Fixed capital

18,856

19,311

455

Property, plant and equipment

16,153

16,439

286

21

21

- right-of-use assets
Compulsory inventories

363

363

Intangible assets

907

990

83

1,750

1,828

78

11

3

(8)

(328)

(312)

16

(1,259)

(1,094)

165

(64)

(46)

18

10

10

17,533

18,181

648

Shareholders’ equity

5,985

6,258

273

- Attributable to Snam shareholders

5,985

6,255

270

3

3

11,923

375

21

21

18,181

648

Equity investments
Non-current financial assets
Net payables for investments
Net working capital
Provisions for employee benefits
Assets held for sale
NET INVESTED CAPITAL

- Minority interests
Net financial debt

11,548

- of which financial payables on right-of-use assets
Coverage

17,533

Tariff RAB (€ billion)

Net financial debt (€ billion)

19.3

20.3

20.4

2017

2018

2019E
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11.6

11.5

11.9

2017

2018

2019

Cash flow
2017

(million of €)

897

Net profit

2018

2019

960

1,090

543

527

12

8

Adjusted for:
511

- Amortisation, depreciation and other non-monetary components

4

- Net capital losses (capital gains) on asset sales and eliminations

585

- Dividends, interest and income taxes

557

552

334

Change in working capital due to operating activities

185

(264)

(467)

Dividends, interest and income taxes collected (paid)

(431)

(427)

1,864

Net cash flow from operating activities

1,826

1,486

Technical investments

(849)

(954)

(1,016)
3

Technical disinvestments

(166)

2

Companies leaving (entering) the scope of consolidation and business units

(75)

Equity investments

(32)

(34)

(144)

12

(154)

Change in long-term financial receivables (a)

371

(5)

(33)

Other changes relating to investing activities

(13)

(23)

423

Free cash flow

1,161

482

(350)

Change in current financial assets

350
(6)

Payment of lease liabilities
1,540

Change in current and non-current financial liabilities

(928)

Equity cash flow (b)

685

Net cash flow for the period

799

1,285

(1,157)

(782)

1,153

979

(a) The value of 2018 includes the receipt related to the reimbursement by TAP of Shareholders’ loan (519 million euro; 371 million euro, net of the quotas
disbursed by Snam during the year).
(b) Includes cash flow deriving from the purchase of treasury shares and payment to shareholders of the dividend.

Technical investments (€ million)

1,034
882

Free Cash flow (€ million)

963

1,161
482

423

2017

2018

2019

2017

2018

2019
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Get involved in your
Snam investment
Dividend 2019
• 22 June 2020 Coupon payment date
• 24 June 2020 Dividend payment
Half-year report at 30 June 2020
• 29 July 2020 Board of Directors
• 30 July 2020 Press Release and Conference call
Interim Financial Report at 30 September 2020
• 4 November 2020 Board of Directors
• 5 November 2020 Press Release and Conference call
Strategic Plan
• 24 November 2020 Board of Directors
• 25 November 2020 Strategy Presentation

How do I become a shareholder?
The steps you need to take to
invest are very easy: you can find
a description on page 39. Once
you have become a shareholder,
you will automatically receive a
dividend when it is distributed.
How do I vote at the
Shareholders’ Meeting?
To vote means to get involved
in your role as a shareholder.
It is your right to attend the
Shareholders’ Meeting and to
express vote: we explain how
to do it on page 40.

The steps to investing
You can buy Snam shares on the stock market, through a financial intermediary: a bank
or an authorized SIM (Società di Intermediazione Mobiliare, i.e. a broker)
HOW TO BUY SHARES

HOW TO COLLECT DIVIDENDS

It is very easy to buy shares: all you need is to have a
bank account. You have to indicate how many shares you
want to buy and, if appropriate, the price at which the
transaction should be completed.

Once you have become a shareholder, the dividend will be
paid automatically to your account.

To buy Snam shares you need to have an account with an
authorized intermediary: a bank or a SIM. You can place
the purchase order through the intermediary or through
the online trading systems that the intermediaries make
available for their clients. In the purchase order you have
to specify the number of shares you want to include in
your portfolio, indicating a price limit and a time limit
for the order’s validity, if appropriate.
A market-to-limit order will be executed buying the
maximum number of shares available at the lowest price
at that time. The intermediary issues the “executed order”
when completed. Shares listed on the stock market are
“dematerialized” securities – therefore following the
purchase you will not receive any actual printed share
certificate. The intermediary’s written confirmation
is proof that the shares should be credited to the
shareholder’s account.

Once you hold a certain number of shares, you do not need
to do anything in order to receive the respective dividends.
If you still own the shares when the coupon is detached,
on payment date the amount will be directly paid to your
account through the financial intermediary managing your
brokerage account.

YOU CAN MONITOR THE PERFORMANCE OF
YOUR INVESTMENT IN SNAM BY:
n

VISITING THE SNAM WEBSITE, WWW.SNAM.IT,
SECTION INVESTOR RELATIONS/SNAM STOCK;

n

VISITING BORSA ITALIANA WEBSITE,
WWW. BORSAITALIANA.IT, SECTION QUOTES/
STOCKS;

n

CONSULTING LEADING FINANCIAL NEWSPAPERS
AND WEBSITES.
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How to attend the Shareholders' Meeting
Snam Shareholders’ Meeting has been called in ordinary and extraordinary session, on single
call, for 18 June 2020, at 12:00 a.m. (CET)
HOW IT IS HELD
In view of the current health emergency linked to the
“COVID-19” epidemic and the measures to contain
the infection, the Shareholders' Meeting will be
attended by those entitled to vote only through the
Designated Representative of the Company pursuant
to Article 135-undecies of Legislative Decree no. 58 of
24 February 1998. Intervention at the Shareholders'
Meeting by those duly entitled can only take place
through telecommunications devices that enable the
identification of participants, in accordance with the
regulatory provisions applicable in such circumstances,
without the need for the Chairman, Secretary and Notary
Public to be in the same place. In consideration of the way
the Shareholders' Meeting is held, it will be considered
convened and held at the Company's registered office in
San Donato Milanese (Milan) - Piazza Santa Barbara 7.

HOW TO COMMUNICATE
YOUR PARTICIPATION
In order to attend the Meeting, you have to ask the
financial intermediary (bank or SIM), with whom the
Snam shares are deposited, to issue a “Certification of
attendance”, attesting your possession of the right to
participate, by the close of business of the seventh trading
day preceding the Meeting (9 June 2020). The Certification
must reach Snam by 15 June 2020. Please note that it is
best to make the request to your intermediary a few days
in advance.
The right to participate and vote – which can only be
exercised through the Designated Representative –
remains in place if the communication has been received
by Snam in-line with these terms, provided this is before
the start of the Meeting. Those who hold the shares only
after the so-called “record date” will not be entitled to
attend or vote at the Meeting.

HOW TO SUBMIT QUESTIONS
By 9 June 2020, you are allowed to submit questions
about subjects on the agenda:
n by certified e-mail to snam.assemblea@pec.snam.it;
n by mail: segreteria.societaria@snam.it
n through the appropriate section of the Company website
www.snam.it (“Governance and Conduct” - “Shareholders’
Meeting” section).

Questions received within the specified term will be
answered, through publication in the aforementioned
section of the website, by 16 June 2020. Make sure that
your queries have not already been answered in the Snam
website: no answer is due when the information requested
is already available in the FAQ section of the Company
website (“Governance and Conduct” - “Shareholders'
Meeting” section) or when they concern matters that
are not the subject of a resolution by the Shareholders'
Meeting.

HOW TO ATTEND
You can attend the Shareholders’ Meeting only through
the designated representative, identified as the law
firm Studio Legale Trevisan & Associati, headquartered
in Milan, Viale Majno n. 45, and its possible Substitutes,
(“Designated Representative” ), to whom a proxy and/or a
sub-proxy may be granted, alternatively pursuant to:
(i) art. 135- undecies of the CLF, by means of the
“Designated Representative Proxy form”, or
(ii) art. 135- novies of the CLF, with the option of using
the “Ordinary proxy form” and/or the “Sub-proxy form”.
The aforementioned Forms (Designated Representative
Proxy form, Ordinary proxy form and Sub-proxy form)
are available at the appropriate section of the corporate
website www.snam.it (“Governance and Conduct” “Shareholders' Meeting” section).

Documentation regarding the items on the agenda is
available at Snam’s registered office, on the authorized
storage facility “eMarket storage” (www.emarketstorage.com)
and on the Company website www.snam.it (“Governance
and Conduct” - “Shareholders' Meeting” section).
For additional information concerning the Meeting,
please consult the Company website, or send an e-mail
to the certified address snam.assemblea@pec.snam.it
or the e-mail segreteria.societaria@snam.it
The following are also in operation: the toll-free
number 800-360243 (calls from Italy) or phone number
+39 02 37000890.

To learn more about Shareholders’ Meeting procedures you can refer to the “Regulation of Meetings” available at www.snam.it, section “Governance and Conduct”
- “Shareholders’ Meeting” - “How Meetings are held”.
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How to keep yourself informed
and participate in corporate events
Information tools are available through different communication channels
CORPORATE WEBSITE

REPORTS

Snam’s website www.snam.it is the preferred reference
point to visitors looking for real-time Company’s news
and contents useful for deeper knowledge. A “destination
site”, appreciated for its navigability and richness of online
content. In 2019, Snam ranked second in the 500 European
leading companies Webranking by Comprend, while in Italy
it obtained five stars in digital communications.

Inside the INVESTOR RELATIONS section, you also have
access to the REPORTS subsection; there you can find,
starting from 2002, annual, interim and quarterly reports.

“SNAM SHARE” SECTION
From the home page of the INVESTOR RELATIONS
section you can go straight to the sub-section “SNAM
SHARE”. Snam shares’ performances can be calculated and
displayed over a certain time span, even comparing them
with those of peers and of benchmark indices.

INVESTORS PUBLICATIONS
Among contents of its INVESTOR RELATIONS section
Snam website presents the subsection INVESTORS
PUBLICATIONS, in which you can find the complete
series of the issues of different products, aimed to keep
shareholders informed about results and perspectives
of Snam. Besides the issues of this Guide “The Snam
Shareholder”, there is also “Il metanino”, an annual
publication that provides an overview on the main aspects
and developments of the European and international gas
market. Through these contents, the energy context in
which Snam operates takes shape.

PRESS RELEASES
Inside the MEDIA section you can access the subsection
PRESS RELEASES, in which all Company’s press releases,
starting from 2001, are available.
The selection of “price sensitive” press releases is also
directly accessible in the special subsection of the
INVESTOR RELATIONS section. You can also use the E-MAIL
ALERT service to receive information about calendar
events or news published on the website.

MEETINGS’ MINUTES AND DOCUMENTS
In the GOVERNANCE AND CONDUCT section, inside the
subsection SHAREHOLDERS’ MEETINGS, you can find the
Shareholders’ Meeting Regulations and a series of minutes
and documents related to Meetings held, starting from
2002: the notices of call, the Board of Directors’ reports
about the proposed resolutions presented to the Meeting,
the minutes of the Meetings and the Meetings’ resolutions.

RSS AND PODCAST

THE PRESENCE ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Among the “utility buttons” at the top of each page of
the Snam website you can find the RSS (Really Simple
Syndication) and Podcast services.

Snam is increasingly active on Twitter, posting and
interacting with stakeholders, especially during events
and shows.
You can learn more and follow news about Snam also
on Facebook and LinkedIn. Group videos and photos
are shared on YouTube, Instagram and Flickr, while
presentations are available on Slideshare.

SNAM APPS
Snam has developed two apps, “The Snam Network App”
and “Snam Reports”, for iPad, tablet and iPhone. The apps
are downloadable for free.

Paper copies of the disclosure documents are available
at the Company’s registered office or with Borsa Italiana
S.p.A.. If you wish to receive information documents by
mail, please ask the Investor Relations department.
For a better understanding of technical terms, you can
refer to the glossary available on the corporate website
homepage.

n
n

n
n
n
n

investor.relations@snam.it
Francesca Pezzoli, Head of Investor Relations
francesca.pezzoli@snam.it
Giovanni Belloni giovanni.belloni@snam.it
Pietro De Luca pietro.deluca@snam.it
Francesca Olgiati francesca.olgiati@snam.it
Maria Daniela Maselli mariadaniela.maselli@snam.it
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Glossary
Economic-financial terms
Treasury shares
Shares owned by the Company, which it has
repurchased for a variety of objectives.
Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR)
Compound Average Growth Rate
Corporate governance
Set of rules that monitor and guide the
companies’ management and control. The
corporate governance systems establish the
segregation of duties and rights amongst
the corporate roles by assigning tasks,
responsibilities and decision-making powers.
Market capitalization
Value of a listed company that is obtained by
multiplying the share price by the number of
outstanding shares.

Ordinary and extraordinary dividend
The ordinary dividend stems from earnings.
In the case of an extraordinary dividend,
however, shareholders receive, rather than a
share of net profit, a part of the Company’s
distributable reserves.
This amount may come from provisions
made in prior years, from the disposal of
Company assets or from other corporate
strategies.
Dividend yield
It measures the yield of an equity
investment linked to the dividend
distribution, in terms of percentage ratio of
dividend for the fiscal year to the share price
at the end of the year.

Capital gain
It measures the return of an equity
investment linked to price changes, in terms
of the percentage ratio share price at the
beginning of the period to share price at the
end of the period.
Total shareholder return (TSR)
It measures the overall percentage return
of an equity investment, calculated on an
annual basis, considering both the price
change, measured in terms of capital gain,
and the dividend yield, assuming that the
distributed dividend is re-invested in the
stock at the ex-dividend date.
WACC
Weighted Average Cost of Capital.

the gas already in the pipelines.
Liquefied natural gas (LNG)
Natural gas, which has been liquefied
by cooling at - 161°C under normal
atmospheric pressure in order to make it
suitable for transportation by special ships
(tankers) or for storage in tanks. In order
to be injected into the transportation
network, the liquid product must first
be reconverted into its gas state in
regasification plants and brought up to the
pressure in the pipelines.
Redelivery point
The physical point or local group of
physical points on the network where the
Transporter redelivers the transported gas
to the Shipper and where it is measured.
Natural Gas Transportation Network
The network consists of pipelines,
compression stations and infrastructure,
which work both at national and regional
levels, to ensure the transportation of gas
by interconnections to the international
networks, to production and storage
facilities, to the redelivery points (for gas
distribution and consumption).
National Gas Pipeline Network
The network comprises pipelines and
plants that are sized and checked to meet
the requirements for imports, exports and
the main national production and storage

facilities; the pipelines transfer large
quantities of gas from entry points to large
areas of consumption.
Regional Transportation Network
The network consists of a pipeline that
allows natural gas to be transported across
geographic areas, typically at a regional level.
Shipper or User
User of the gas system. Shippers purchase
natural gas from producers, importers or
other Shippers and sell it to other Shippers
or to final users, including electricity
producers and industrial plants, which
are usually connected to the Transport
Network, or to the residential and
commercial clients, which are connected to
the local distribution network, or to other
Shippers.
Modulation storage
Modulation storage aims to respond
to changing hourly, daily and seasonal
demands.
Mining storage
Mining storage is necessary for technical
and economic reasons in order to enable
the optimum cultivation of Italy’s natural
gas fields.
Strategic storage
Strategic storage aims to compensate for a
lack of or reduction in supplies, either from
import or for crises in the gas system.

transportation, distribution, storage and
regasification are regulated activities.
Network Code
Document governing the rights and
obligations of the parties involved in
providing the transportation service.
Regulatory period
Period of time for which the regulation is
defined by the Authority for each different

sector.
Regulatory Asset Base (RAB)
Value of net invested capital calculated as
per the criteria established by the Regulatory
Authority for Energy, Networks and
Environment for companies operating in the
transportation and dispatch of natural gas,
LNG regasification, storage and distribution
in order to set the reference revenue.

Technical terms
Compression Stations
Facilities that increase the pressure of gas
in the pipelines to bring it to the necessary
level to ensure the required gas flows or
facilities that lower the gas pressure to
allow the injection into storage fields. The
Compression Stations are positioned along
the National Pipeline Network and generally
comprise several compression units.
Dispatching centre
Operating centre continuously controlled,
which is responsible for monitoring,
overseeing and remote control of the
transport network. The dispatching centre
receives telecommunication information
about the gas pressure, capacity and
temperature as well as about the state
of the valves at the interception of the
pipelines and of the Compression Stations.
On the back of the information received
and according to transport programs,
the Dispatching Centre regulates gas
flows, remotely controlling valves and
compression units.
Natural gas
Mixture of hydrocarbons, composed
mainly of methane and with some small
amounts of ethane, propane and higher
hydrocarbons. The natural gas injected into
the pipeline network must respect a set
quality to guarantee its compatibility with

Regulatory terms
Thermal year
Period of time into which the regulatory
period is divided for the businesses of natural
gas transport, storage and distribution as
well as for LNG regasification.
Regulated activities
Activities subject to regulation by the
Regulatory Authority for Energy, Networks
and Environment. In the gas business
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